
       

It’s a slow ride with many obstacles yet to overcome. 

Unfortunately, while most industrialized countries have 

improved their educational systems, the skill level of the 

average American student has not risen during the past 15 

years. Our K-12 education must be improved in every state 

before we lose our competitive world market edge. This 

major roadblock is slowing down the creation of our future 

workforce to meet Industry 4.0 needs.

Thanks to a few private citizens, we now have alternate 

routes to reach our destination. Charles Vela used his 

STEM Institute to create a summer program for talented 

local youth in Washington, D.C., during the late 1950s. His 

science, technology, engineering and mathematics curric-

ulum was quickly adopted by our nation’s educators and 

schools. Unfortunately, to date, only 17 states have imple-

mented middle and high 

school STEM curriculum. 

Most others do not budget 

funds needed for hiring 

qualified STEM teachers.

In 1989, Dean Kamen, 

entrepreneur and inventor, 

with assistance from 

Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (MIT) professor 

Woodie Flowers, created the concept of First Robotics, in 

which high school students build and program intricate 

robots to perform difficult tasks. More than 3,000 U.S. teams 

(which are limited to 15 students each), compete for a spot in 

the World Championship.

Tony Norman and Bob Mimlitch combined their 

engineering knowledge to establish Vex Robotics. Middle 

and high school teams build and program robots to perform 

tasks specified by the competition rules. Vex Robotics also 

created First Lego League.

First Lego and Vex require students to perform mechanical, 

electrical, electronic and many other tasks as teams. NASA 

formed its Robotics Alliance Project in cooperation with 

these two programs. The Department of Defense and its 

branches are actively involved with STEM and robotics 

programs in schools and colleges, and a range of leading 

U.S. and international corporations provide parts and funds. 

Local businesses and families help to cover team expenses.

SkillsUSA includes more than 100 occupations at its annual 

championship, while membership consists of more than 

345,000 students and advisers. Thousands of schools and 

These programs are 

helping to build a 

foundation, but we 

need more to support 

the growth 

of our workforce.
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organizations across the U.S. support SkillsUSA. Businesses 

from coast to coast benefit from skilled employees who have 

participated in SkillsUSA competitions.

Unfortunately, while these programs are helping, they 

are not enough to support the growth of our workforce. 

The SkillsUSA team ranked 9th at the 2003 WorldSkills 

competition in Switzerland. At the 2017 WorldSkills in 

Abu Dhabi, the U.S was placed 35th out of 50 countries. 

This decline mirrors the reduced achievement level of our 

high school and college students over the same period. 

Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) 

ranks the U.S. students 24th in science, 40th in math and 

25th in reading out of 71 countries researched.

We need to do more to follow the examples of success 

other countries are having in these efforts. Foreign 

manufacturers and bank and insurance firms often 

provide long-term training, education and even appren-

ticeships to their newly hired American employees to 

improve productivity and quality. 

It has been suggested that significantly expanding career 

and technical training in the U.S. may benefit people early 

in their careers, but could make them more vulnerable 

later in life as technology changes. If lifelong learning is 

not considered, this concern may have merit (at any level, 

from skilled labor to executives). However, evenings and 

Saturdays see college parking lots full of cars as trades-

people work on their degrees to graduate as the best in 

their profession. Also, opportunities to learn new skills of 

any kind are plentiful online.

By visiting nims-skills.org, metalworkers and metal-

working students will find ways to certify their trade 

skills. More than 20 years ago, National Institute for 

Metalworking Skills (NIMS) was founded by six industry 

trade associations to provide members with nationwide 

recognized portable skills certifications. NIMS has issued 

more than 150,000 certifications mainly to students taking 

metalworking classes and to armed forces personnel 

under the DOD Force Readiness and Training program.  
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